Primary (idiopathic) generalized epilepsy and underlying mechanisms.
Primary Generalized Epilepsy (PGE) has been more hotly debated over the past decades than other forms of epileptic seizure disorder. The sudden synchronous appearance of bilateral spikes and spike-waves (mainly with myoclonus resp. absence) used to perplex the earliest generation of electroencephalographers, and the enigmatic genesis of these discharges (and seizures) has not ceased to fascinate the investigators of this phenomenon. A "centrencephalic" concept with paroxysmal discharges arising from thalamic structures and "projecting" to the cortex was championed for many years and eventually laid aside. More recently, the role of the thalamic level has been re-emphasized, mainly on the basis of experimental work. In this article, the bulk of experimental work is critically reviewed: the simian model (Papio papio), the feline, and the rodent models (Wistar rat, tottering mouse). Stress is being laid on fundamental differences between all of these models and human PGE. EEG evidence indicates a superior frontal origin of bilateral-synchronous spikes and spike-waves; depth EEG recordings in patients have failed to demonstrate primary thalamic spike generation. The heart of the matter in PGE appears to be the mechanism underlying paroxysmal discharges; above all the role of arousal. It is not awakening from sleep but the ensuing period that is critical in its epileptogenic thrust caused by alternating periods of return to drowsiness and arousing stimuli. This biphasic process gradually escalates EEG bursts to myoclonus (or absences) and possibly to a generalized tonic-clonic convulsion. Most conducive to this crescendo is the state of tiredness following a night of poor sleep. Bilateral synchrony is not precise and small time differences exist. The line between primary and secondary bilateral synchrony (with a primary cortical focus) can become blurred. Genetic predisposition to generalized paroxysms must always be considered, even in the face of a primary focus with secondary bilateral synchrony. Photosensitivity is a second paroxysm-inducing mechanism in PGE; it is much less common than the abnormal arousal ("dyshormia"); both mechanisms can be present in the same patient. Therapy and prevention of seizures in PGE are finally discussed. The concept of abnormal arousal mechanisms can be put into practice in order to prevent seizures: avoidance of sleepless nights, not always an easy task in adolescents and young adults.